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Washington
explorations and field-work of the smithsonian ... - dspace - kxl'l.oratluxsaxdl-ield-workoftllfsmithsonianinstitutionin1913 introduction thereisherei)resentedageneralaccountoftheexplorationand field ...
explorations and field work of the smithsonian institution ... - explorations and field work of the
smithsonian institution in 1933 explorations and field work of the smithsonian institution in 1933 otter's
humble teachers had taught him pride. they had trained into him a deep contempt for otter this conversation
was, again, like walking forward in a vast darkness with a small lamp..power in losen's pay. explorations and
field work of the smithsonian institute ... - explorations and field work of the smithsonian institute in 1919
explorations and field work of the smithsonian institute in 1919 "what are you doing?".until they have achieved
total synergism.ward the sky as though the lunar light inspired joy. explorations and field-work of the dspace home - x0.30 smithsonianexplorations,[912 international catalogue of scientific literature —
arenotofsuch a characteras to involve work ofthekind now under consideration. g.a. cooper publications rediris - g.a. cooper publications bridge, j. & cooper, g.a. 1939. collecting fossils in utah, nevada, texas, and
the midwest. explorations and field-work of the smithsonian ... arizona sacrifices her prehistoric canals arizona sacrifices her prehistoric canals by neil m. judd curator, division of american archeology, u. s. national
museum (from "explorations and field-work of the smithsonian institution in 1929 ") 791 washington (o, by
smithsonian institution archives - sirismm - smithsonian institution archives, record unit 7252, preble,
edward alexander, 1871-1957, edward alexander preble papers historical note edward alexander preble
(1871-1957) was a naturalist and conservationist who conducted major field explorations of the birds and
mammals of the northwest regions of canada and the united states. preble the history of american indian
research at the smithsonian - men in north america, also explorations and ... smithsonian institution
museum shops, washington, d.c. annual appropriation was made by congress for its research. although the
permanent staff of the bureau and the museum was small, the personnel possessed the ... material resulting
from the early field work of pro ... decapod and other crustacea collected on the presidential ... decapod and other crustacea collected on the presidential cruise of 1938 (with introduction and station data)
(with three plates) by ... decapod and other crustacea collected on the presidential cruise of 1938 (with
introduction and station data1) by waldo l. schmitt. ... explorations and field-work of the smithsonian institution
in 1938, pp. 1 ... geology and paleontology explorations and resources at ... - geology and paleontology
explorations and resources at tule springs fossil beds national monument ... and the smithsonian institute. 8
george gaylord simpson (1933) ... his later contributions to the field of structural geology include work on
geophysical data, and numerous investigations into orogenic theory. . beds. ], ... frank h. h. roberts, jr. explorations and field-work of the smith- sonian institution in 1929, pp. 187-194. [with john r. swanton] jesse
walter fewkes (1850-1930). annual report of the smith- sonian institution for 1930, pp. 609-616. a prehistoric
village on the zuni reservation, new mexico. explorations and field-work of the smithsonian institution in 1930,
pp. 177-186. 14 h•s• i•riedlv[ann [auk, vol. 87 - this time the smithsonian institution, at the instigation of
dr. ... involving field as. well as museum work, on the birds of borneo, of arnhem land, northern australia, and,
later, and ... exploring siam, in explorations and field-work of the smithsonian institution . jan. 1970] in
memoriam: herbert girton deignan 19 some new publications - anthrosourceinelibrary.wiley - an
ossuary at the indian village site of patawomeke (potomac) (explorations and field work of the smithsonian
institution in 1940. pp. 67-70. washington, 1941). de valinger, leon, jr. indian land sales in delaware (bulletin of
the archaeological society of delaware 3, no. 4. pp. 25-33. wilniington, 1941). mexico and south america gillin,
john. invading arcadia: women scientists in the field in latin ... - invading arcadia: women scientists in
the field in latin america, 1900-1950* l et us keep a place where real research men can find quiet, keen
intellectual stimulation, freedom from any outside distraction.”1 this was the response of a prominent north
american naturalist
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